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Label Printer Systems with Lifetime Warranty

K-Sun is introducing the new
PEARLabel® 270 and PEARLabel® 360 label printers with an unrivaled lifetime
warranty, mobile printing app, wider formats, new intuitive software and expanded
bar coding including QR and Data Matrix.
PEARLabel® high-resolution label makers are best in class for manufacturing and
engineering professionals who need labeling, marking and identification solutions
for hundreds of applications including wire/cables, parts, prototypes, inventory,
asset management, tool storage, racks, bins, forklifts, electrical panels, handling
equipment, procedure and training, extreme temperature labels, safety signs/labels,
warning identification, 5S/lean visual workplace systems and more.
“A lifetime warranty is our proof of superior quality and service,” said Michael
Kasun, president of K-Sun. “It’s our promise to customers that the K-Sun PEARLabel
printers are the gems of label makers. With a pearlized patina and compact
footprint, the PEARLabel printers are sleek yet efficient and versatile with advanced
functionality.”
The PEARLabel® 270 and 360 use durable thermal transfer printing technology on KSun LABELShop® heat shrink tube, wire wrap, cable flag, adhesive tape, iron-on
fabric, magnetic, reflective, photoluminescent and many more specialty supplies. KSun LABELShop® cartridges are universally compatible with K-Sun printers, unlike
other brands that can require a restricted cartridge design for each printer.
PEARLabel® printers come with the powerful MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 Labeling
Software for Windows® 7 and MaxiLabel® Lite for Mac®, and also work with the “KSun Label” app for iPhone® and iPad®, available free from the App Store℠.
MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 has 15 bar code formats including QR and DataMatrix. The
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software comes with 839 ANSI, IMO, PPE, electrical, environmental, public,
medical/hospital, food and general symbols for creating labels, markers and signs
for everything from the front office to the manufacturing floor and shipping dock.
Labels are made fast and easy with pre-designed templates, wizards and symbols
and/or custom import graphics and Excel/Word data.
The PL 360 prints 360 dpi on 126 different industrial heat shrink tube, wire wrap
and special labeling materials from 1/6” (4 mm) to 1.5” (36 mm). The PL 360 also
has a half-cut function for easy liner removal and the exclusive PeelGuard® tape
trimmer that reduces waste while saving tape. With PeelGuard®, label corners can
be rounded, making labels adhere and look better, preventing edge curl and peeling
requiring replacement labels.
The PL270 prints 270 dpi on 105 different industrial heat shrink tube, wire wrap and
special labeling supplies from 1/6” (4 mm) to 1” (24 mm). Both printers have
adjustable margins down to 1mm, offering the best-in-industry tape savings when
printing a series or single label.
K-Sun
800-622-6312; www.ksun.com [1]
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